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PREFACE 

In selecting a subject on which to do my graduate work , 

as a summer employee of Convair - Fort Worth, I asked my 

lead-man for advice concerning a thesis topico Under the 

heading "Work Program for High Altitude, High Mach Number 

Study", he pres~nted an outline for attempting to find the 

areas where conventional analysis is inadequate in deter

mining dynamic characteristics of high speed, high altitude 

vehicles. This outline, when carried to completion, includes 

the very general case. It also suggested, in reaching the 

ultimate end, that analyses be made in successive degrees 

of complexity. This thesis is an attempt of the simplest 

of these complex analyses, with the equations of motion 

retained in the most general form as long as possible as an 

aid to the next s t ep. 

A note of explanation with reference to the list of 

symbols is in order. The symbols which are used in the 

body of this thesis but do not appear in the list of symbols 

have meaning only in the particular chapter or subtitle in 

which they occur, whereas, those appearing in the list of 

symbols apply throughout this study. 

I would like to acknowledge my indebtedness to Mr. H. o. 
An.kenbruck and Mr. E. 1. Kistl~r for guidance in developing 

the equations of motion, to Dr. 1. Wayne Johnson and the 
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· Oklahoma Ao and Mo College Computing Center for aid in 

solutions to the equations, to Mro Charles Brown for pro

gramming the non-linear equations for the electronic com

puter, to Mr. Gary w. Reid and Rodene T. Capalongan for 

typing the study, and to Mr. 1. J. Fila, my major advisor, 

for his guidance, encouragement, and understanding through

out this undertaking. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The official decision to attempt to materialize an 

earth satellite has brought the concept of space travel 

from the realm of fiction to present day possibilityo A 

great deal of investigation and research will be required 

to predict and plan for the invasion of what presently is 

not well understood. 

One of the problems of interest is the stability and 

control of a vehicle at high speeds and high altitudeso As 

higher and higher speeds are encountered, the neglected 

higher order effects of linear supersonic theory begin to 

grow until the linear theory no longer adequately describes 
. 

real phenomena. It would be desirable to know to what ex-

tent the application of line ar theory is satisfactory as 

far as dynamic stability is concerned. 

As an approach to this end, a simple hypersonic theory 

with corrections for supersonic flow is applied to a simple 

configuration, and an investigation of the dynamic proper

ties is pursued. These properties are then compared to 

those found by ordinary linear theory applied to the same 

configuration in the same flight condition. 

For the non-linear investigation, the corpuscular 

theory as outlined by Isaac Newton, or Newtonian Impact 

1 



Theory, is employed o Al though there exist several theories 

which are more accurate, perhaps, in the flight regimes of 

interest here, the Newtonian theory is chosen because of its 

simplicity. Since Newtonian theory is exact at infinite 

Mach number, an appropriate correction to it is used to 

compensate for finite speeds. 

The equations of motion are developed in t~e general 

case; the ones pertaining to longitudinal motion are re= 

tained. These equations are applied to the relatively 

simple flight conditions, constant altitude and constant 

' Mach number., After dynamic characteristics are examined 

for these conditions, more realistic conditions should be 

attempted, namely varying altitude, varying Mach number, 

varying altitude and Mach number sumultaneously, and final

ly, varying altitude, Mach number, and mass simultaneously. 

It is hoped that the investigation of the most simple flight 

conditions yields some experience and insight to suggest 
. 

means of handling the more complicated flight conditionso 

Only the constant altitude and constant Mach number condi

tion will be investigated here. 
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CHAPTER II 

DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS OF LONGITUDINAL MOTION 

From Newtonian mechanics: 

lo The time rate of change of linear momentum equals the 

applied external force o 

2. The time rate of change of moment of momentum equals 

the applied external torque. 

General motion consists of translation of the center of 

gravity of the body and rotation about the center of grav= 

ity, the axes system being inertial or fixed in space. 

These following assumptions are utilized for the anal-

ysis: 

1. The vehicle is a rigid bodyo 

2. The earth is fixed in space. 

3o The atmosphere is stationary relative to the earth. 

Under these assumptions, Newton's equations may be applied 

without modificationo 

For convenience a right handed Cartesian co-ordinate 

system is established with the origin at the center of 

gravity of the vehicle, the positive x axis fixed relative· 

to the vehicle along the body axis pointing upstream. The 

z axis is perpendicular to the x a~is, and it is positive 

downward. It is necessary to relate these Euler axes moving 

with the vehicle to the inertial axes fixed in spaceo 

3 
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VELOCITIES WITH RESPECT TO EULER AXES 

The equations for moments of momentum are obtained 

from figure lo 

dhx = ~~ V dm t- z~z Jm - i,flx dm - yex dm 

~( Jl + Zz.) dm - o/ X Z d m -- (} X r d m 
• • • 

If the angµlar velocities <P, 8, r are independent of chang~s 
' ~ 

in mass, the moments of mo~entuin are 

(la) 

(lb) 

(16) 

hx = $/(y/ t z1dm - ijxz dm 

h -
'I 

~ L - t J;z - ~ J;, 
e I 1 - iy J;z - <P J; 

hz - ~ I~ - ' J:, - e J;z · 

-:-·e/xydm 

I,t must be remembered thilt the preceding equations are 

taken wi tn · resp,ct to axes moving with the vehicle o 

4 

Figure 2 shpws the accele:rations due to the velocities 
I I I 

u.,v,w,tP,8,'f in the general case·o Figure 3 shows the moments 

of momentum due I to the momentums hx,hy,hz and the ve;.ocities 



• • • p ,¥,~ in the general caseo In both figures the motion is 

referred to the moving axeso 

. 
X ~~-=:.u..,..__.w; ... ,.....~----< 

• 
Ml"qJ 

. 
.Ml"" 

z. 

Fig .. 2 

y 

i' ··,~ .-1\ 'r_ 
rir8 / 't' . 

AOCELERATION COMPONENTS REFERRED TO MOVING AXES 

y 

• 
I, e z 

• h' 
hz'P z. 

z. 
Fig 0 3 

MOMENT OF MOMENTUM COMPONENTS REFERRED TO MOVING AXES 
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With respect to fixed axes, the accelerations from 

figure 2 become 

.dJ.L = • . . 
(2a) cl t u - /If"" r + AA/" e 
( 2b) 1ll. - . . • 

dt - N" -A.-tr<P -t UY' 
dW • .. 

( 2c) cl t = ~ -uf) . +,v-(]). 

From figure 3 the rates of change of moment of momen-

tum relative to fixed axes become 

.d H.;&. = . 
- h 'Y + hz. B (3a) hi( dt ~ 

(3b) ~r~ - h - hz (p + hx 'Y f 

illi.z. = hz. -
. • 

(3c.) h"e + h, (/J . dt 
Using equation (2a), the longitudinal equation of 

motion changes from 

~ Fx = d1 ( mU) 
• 

- mU +U,;, 
to 

(4a) z.G< = m(u - 11Ff +.Mre) + Um. 
Using equation (2c) 

z Fz. == J ~ ( m W) =- rn W + Wm 
becomes 

(4p) L Fz = rn(Mr - ue + /l/~) +Wm• 
The summation of moments is 

2- M = jt ( H~,) = h, - h~ ~ -t hx f 
with equations (1) beeome which, 

r M = e t, + e r, -r J;,. -r J;. -tP j,~ 

-~ J;, -~~ Iz +;2J:i +;eJ;z, t f~ I, -r J~ -Ii J; .. · 
If the XZ plane is assumed to be the plane of symmetry, 

and since the origin is at the center of gravity, the terms . . 
Jyz, Jyz, Jzy, J:ky vanish o 
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(4c) 2 M = I, I§ + i, e + ~ 'Y (Ix - Iz) + Jx: (~z- r; 
It is assumed that the symmetric degrees of freedom do 

not couple with the asymmetric degrees of freedom. Longi

tudinal motions have a negligible tendency to excite or 

effect lateral or rolling motionso1 The converse is prob

ably not true. Since this study is in the interest of 

longitudinal disturbances, the above assumption seems to 

be tenableo The equations of motion then reduce to 

( 5a) 

(5b) 

( 5c) 

m (it tMFB)-t Um 
m(,,ur - LA {JJ + Wm 
1,e + i, e 

where the left sides of the eq1a,ations are the external 

aerodynamic forces or momentse 

Figo 4 

AEBODYN AMIC FORCES ON VEHICLE 
:\ 

horizoM-fal 

lcourtland D. Perkins, Robert Eo Hage, Airplane Per
i£Imanc!, Stabi.!!~ and Control, (New York, 1949), p.~30 



The aerodynamic forces and moments on the vehicle in 

flight are shown in figure 4 o The equilibrium equations 

written f~om this figure are 

(6a) 

{6b) ;_ -_ 

(6c) 

·z.-r~ == 

-z P-z. =-
2. M :: 

T-D -mg_51n8 
mg C05 fJ - N 
M. 

8 

It is emphasized that the drag does not act along the 

flight path, but it is defined as acting along the negative 

x axis .. 



CHAPTER III 

NON-LINEAR AERODYNAMIC FORCES - WING 

It is assumed that the coefficient of lift force can 

be expressed as 
CN l!!I : ~N + CN t CN + CN + CN +- CN + CN 

(o<J (<><J (1.1) (cfeJ (6e) (tJ) (e) 

where CN" is the coefficient of lift due to elevator deflec
C6eJ 

tion, CN is the coefficient of lift due to a velocity of 
(&',) 

the elevator deflection, etco A similar expression for CD 

and Cm is assumed to exist; the thrust coefficient CT in 

the real case probably will be a function of time. Othe.r 

parameters which may contribute to the aerodynamic forces 

are assumed to be negligibly small for this study. 

The contributions of some of these parameters may be 

obscure. They would require a complex investi gation which 

is beyond the s.cope of this study. 

• There are several aerodynamic theories which could be 

utilized for finding the effects of the various parameters o 

Some of these theories are basic while others are complex 

combinations of two or more fundamental ones. In this study, 

the corpuscular theory as outlined by Isaac Newton is chosen 

because of i _ts simplici tyl and its applicabili ty2 o This 

lA. F. Zahm, "Superaerodynamics", Journal of the Franklin 
Institute, CC.XVII, Feb. 1934, p.1540 

2G. Grimminger, E. P. Williams, G. B. w. Young, "Lift on 
Inclined Bodies of Revolution in Hypersonic Flow", Institute 
of Aeronautical Sciences, XVII, 1950, P• 677. 

9 
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-
corpuscular theory or Newtonian impact theory i s exact at 

infinite Mach numbero To adapt this theory to Mach numbers 

less than infinite, a correqtion term is added.9 

The Effects of Angle of Attack - Flat Plate 

Newtonian impact theory yields 

CN = 2 51·n2. o<:. . 
At hypersonic speeds the angle of attack is necessarily 

small because of power considerations. For small angles, 

sin d.. is approximately equal to o.(. 

CN = 2o<. 2 o(_ > 0 
Linear supersonic theory yields 

CL= ~o( 4 - -CX ao(, fv1 

This term is the one to be used here as a correction to 

the Newtonian impact theory. 

(7) CN = Zoe 2 + ~· OC 

This expression is valid only for angles of attack greater 

than zero~ It is desirable to have a continuous function 

for positive and negative values of angles of attacko The 

squared term in equation (7) is approximated by a cubic of 

the form A1oe.3 for the range of angles of attack of interest 

in this study. Suchasubstitution would permit one func

tion to represent CN for all values of angle of attacko3 

3Ano.ther alternative would be CN = 2o<ic<l+~oe , but, 
because of the absolute value sign, later mathmetical 
manipulations become difficult. Various methods utilized 
by high speed computing machinery can handle this type of 
expression, and it is for this reason the alternate ex
pression is shown. 



To determine the coefficient A1, it is assumed a priori 

that the maximum angle of attack to be experienced will 

not be greater than Oo35 radians or approximately 200. 

The constant is to be chosen in such a manner that the 

approximate cubic function will be exact with respect to 

the squared function at o( =0 and oC=O .35 radians. 
Zd:.2. - A o<. 3 

mP.IC - I ma// 

2. ( o.J 5)2 = A, (o.'3 s/ 
A,= 5. 7 

(8) CN = 5.lo<: 3 t ~o( 

The maximum difference between equation (8) and equation 

11 

( 7) occurs when d.. =O .234, the exact error depending on Mach 

number. The largest this error could possibly become is 

approximately 30 per cent, which occurs at infinite Mach 

number. At a Mach number of ten, this maximum error is ap

proximately 15 per cent o An error of this magni tu.de is not 

intolerable for a study of this kind. Equation (8), then, 

is the angle of attack contribution to the normal force. 

The Ef,fects of Angular Velocity - Flat Plate 

The effect of angular velocity is divided into two 

parts: ·. the apparent increase in angle of attack due· to 

an angular velocity and the effects of pure rotation,· 6, 
• 

and az. :respectively 0 

• 
· Figure 5a shows the orientation of() ~ith respect ·to 

the vehicle. Figure 5b is a simplification of 5a showing 

the vertical v~locity of the flat plate due to the angu-
• 

lar velocity e, and the arm C. p. Figure 5c is the veloc-

i ty dia,gram taken with respect to the flat plate. From 
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trigonometric relations the increase in angle of attack is 
I C. P. fJ C. P. & 

(9) .6o< = ta.n- U = U 

Non-dimensionalizing the length Go p., by dividing by the 

mean aerodynamic chord c 1 and non-cUmensionalizing the 
' 

angular velocity 6 by multi plying by ifJ , equation ( 9) be-

comes 

(10) 

The CN is 
(~;) 

(11) CN = CN = CN • 
( a;) r,'tA-1 (-<) 3 

CN ~ 5.7 ( o< + 2. cr4-) -t- !, (o< t Z. r-e-) 
("<'+l>o() 

(12) 

(13) CN = 5. 7°/ + !"o( 
.• ('>() 

Utilizing equations (12) and (13), equation (11) 

( 14) CN :;a; 6 8.4 c;/· -if o< + 34. Z Cf-Ire/ + 4 5.6 cp3 -e-3 
(ti,) 

becomes 

+~· M 

Cm :as C CD 

((!},) <if-, z z. z. 5 /:. 4 ,3 Be.pa-&-
== 68. 4 Cf 3 -8-o( -t 3 4.2. Cf -&o( + 4 . (P Cf -e- + /111 -(15) 

Drag due to b, is assumed zero .. 

• P. 

a. 2-

c. P. 
1 c. r. e 

r 

b. 

====Jc.P.8 
~u 

C. 

Fig. 5 

EFF'ECTS OF @1 - FLAT PLATE 
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r' 
--------- R --,--___,~ 

2. e'r' I 
--3 R ----- ~--
i----- X' --1 L-d.x' I 

I I - I(\ II\J 

loE---------k"'"+------41~ce-n~w~r-o--.---+----'---x' 
press .,re 

e' 

-z.' 

Figo 6 
0 

EFFECTS OF 02 - FLAT PLATE 
0 

Next to be considered are the effects of a2 or pure 

rotation about the center of pressure of the flat plateo 

In figure 6, the axes x 8 , y', and z' are used briefly to 

describe conveniently the flat plate and are not to be 

confused with the Euler axeso A triangular planform flat 

plate is chosen. The following refer to figure 6. 

B X' 
l/' ==- YR 

d A ? d B 'd n == L 'I x' == RX X' 

w8 = increase in normal comppnent of velocity 
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(in excess of normal component due too<) due 
• 

to 0 
0 

The force on the area dA.due to an angular velocity e about 

the horizontal axis e•e• is 
J F == (f dA W; JW 

(16) == rJA(x'-jR)O]/(x'-;R)B/· 
The moment resulting from the forces on the area d.A is 

(17) d M == 

Equation (lb) is substituted into (17) and the result is 

integrated o /R 
M = {f ej&I X'( x~·- f R/ dx' 

0 . 

(18) :: - 2~0 f Be /e/ R4 

Non-dimensionalizing by dividing by ~Sc and utilizing r= ~ 
from the geometry, equation (18) becomes 

C = .M- = - .l:.. e IBI R3 = _ Ji r3 -e- \-el 
.m ~Sc 135 U' c 135 

(8,) 

(19) = - ~ -e\4\ . 
The Effects of a Cnange in Forward Velocity - Flat Plate 

Equation (8) is differentiated with respect to Mach 

number o 

(8) CN == S.7o<. 3 -t- ~o( 

dCl'I - . 4o<, m - -tiz. 
&a == -~~ 
du u 
d cN =- - i.ut 

The preceding equation when integrated becomes 

CN -== 4c<Q. + . c' 

when o(:: 0 CN = 0 :.c'= 0 

4-0( a. = -u _.. 
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This shows the effect on~ due to a change in forward 

velocity U in the general case, but it is not added to the 

CN function of angle of attack (since it was here that the 

CN was derived) o 

CL4) 

In a point dynamic study with a given angle of attack 

using small pertubations about a constant Mach number, the 

CN function would be added to the Cru functiono However, 
M ~-
the value given above for CN would not be the correct oneo 

(II) 

This function of CN is not well understood at the present 
(IA) 

and would require-involved studyo It is assumed that the 

CN function is already included in the expression CN pre= 
(IA) (ol) 

viously derived. 

The Effects of Other Parameters - Flat Plate 

The term Cm is expressed as C .· o This term is the 
~ mtr1rn 

coefficient of moment necessary to trim the vehicle at a 

particular set of given flight conditions, and it embraces 

any means whatever to obtain the necessary moment including 

elevator or canard deflection, jet reaction, or gyroscopic 

action. The aerodynamic effects of all other parameters 

are assumed either to be negligible or to have been consid= 

ered in parameters previously discussed. 

As a summary of the aerodynamic effects on a flat 

plate, Table I is shown below. 



Parameter 

·ex: 

. 
o< 

lA 

de 

• 
de 

e 

• 
e 
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TABLE I 

AERODYNAMIC FORCES AND MOMENTS 

FLAT PLATE 

CN CD cm 
" 

3 4 o< 0 ( 5, 7 o/ f ~ <><) Cf 5.70( + 
iV1 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 a 

0 0 0 

6 B.4 c,2 -e-2. o< +34.2'f.;;.°<2. 0 b 8. 4 Cf :J -fr- z. c,( + J 4-. L Cf~ 

t45.6 Cf3 .;} tt r_p-£J- +45. 6r 4--' + B i., 

-;;JCf-8-

I • I . I - 5 ft -f:i}-

i 



CHAPTER IV 

VEHICLE CONFIGURATION 

Before proceeding to find the aerodynamic effects of 

the body of the vehicle~ the configuration must be known. 

In accordance with some assumptions already made the wing 

is chosen to be a triangular flat plateo It is realized 

that a flat plate wing is not structurally possible, but 

for purposes of preliminary investigation such as the 

present case, the simplicity of the flat plate lends it~ 

self more readily to analysiso The structural aspects 

are therefore deliberately ignored. To get a somewhat 

realistic configuration the following criteria are assumed: 

a. The body is a cone with a slenderness ratio of 8. 

b. The wing is a triangular flat plate with a 70° 

leading edge sweepback. 

Co The vehicle weight is 20,000 pounds. 

d. The entire volume is occupied by fuel with a 

specific gravity of unity. 

e. The wing loading is 100 pounds per square foote 

These criteria are used merely to obtain the general size 

and shape of the vehicle and need not be rigidly followed. 

Criteria c and d require that the vehicle contain 

320 cubic feet. Letting L be the cone altitude and d be 

the base diameter~ criterion a requires L = 8d. The 

17 



expression for the volume is 
rrd 2 L _ z.. -,Y- _ 32.0,) 

from which a = 5 .3 7 feet, L = 42 o4 feet o For convenience 

make L = 40 feet and d = 5 feet. The moment of inertia 

of a right circular cone about an axis 

1.Jase through the center of gravity is 

I = ~(dz+ Lz) = 380,00Q fto lb 0 

Criterion e requires the wing area S be 
20,000 lh 

parallel 

sec. 2 . 

S = = 200 square feet. JOO /b/fe 

to the 

In accordance with criterion band the wing area S the 

geometry from figure 7 yields 

( 20) s = 200 ;: fBR 

(21) tan 20° 
B 

0 °364 0 = ZR = 

Simultaneous solution of (20) and ( 21) yields 

R .. 23 .5 feet 

B = 17.1 feet 

c = j R ~ 15 ° 5 feet. 

Figure 8 is the top view of the vehicle. 

18 



Figo 7 

WING PLANFORM 

Fig. 8 

VEHICLE CONFIGURATION 
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CHAPTER V 

NON-LINEAR AERODYNAMIC FORCES - BODY 

Effects of Angle of Attack - Body 

In much the same manner used in finding the normal 

force on a flat plate, 

CN • K . 2. 
5Jn o( -t 

is assumed for the <!One o 

where 

dCN -- - 2 de< 
b= cone semi vertex 

N 
CN = i s,,· 

~o( 
de< 
The slope of the lift curve is 

CD52 a 1 

angle and 

The effects of the second order terms in relation to the 

linear term are negligible for the cone shaped body o2 To 

satisfy this the constant k must vanisho 

~' = 2. o< cos·\f 

The CN term is 
(o(J 

and is based on the cone base area .. Since it is desirable 

to have the aerodynamic effects for both the wing and body 

non-dimensionalized with respect to a common area, 

(22) CN = Lo( f co.s 2 rf-
r"') 

For a cone of this slenderness ratio, the semivertex angle 

; is small and cos J r.::::i1 o 

1Ibido 7 P• 681 .. 

2z o Kopal, usupersonic Flow Around Cones of Large 
Yawu, Massachusetts Institute of Technol~ Techgi.£.§:! 
B~E£rt-2, 1949, po xvi. 
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Equation (22) then becomes 
5 

lo(~' s (23) CN = 
("') 
The cone's contribution to drag is3 

(24) en= Z s,,/·J -1- s,n~ o< (I - 3 sm 2 J). 

21 

The term (1 - 3sin2;,) is replaced by the term {l - sin2a). 

With a cone of slenderness ratio of 8, this substitution 

can be pe·rformed with a resulting error less than one per 

cento In accordance with the assumptions previously made, 

equation (23) becomes 

( 25) Cn 8 2. J2 + o( 1 + f nci 10n 

The friction drag is very small in comparison to wave drag 

at hypersonic speeds and is considered zero. Equation (24) 

based on wing area becomes 
) 5b 

( 26) Cn = ( Z l 2 + o( 1 5 · 
(<>I) 

The center of pressure on a right circular cone is 

located at a point one-third the height of the cone4, and 

the center of gravity is located at a point one-fourth 

the height of the coneo The moment coefficient due to 

angle of attack is 

( L L.) I CN T- -:f c 
J_o<.i~. 
6 S ( 27) :: 

It is noticed that the right circular cone has an unstable 

moment, that is, cl Cm is positive. 
do( 

3Grimminger, Williams, Young, po 6810 

4Ibid. 
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The Effects of Angular Velocity = Body 

As in the case of the flat plate wing, the cone effects 

of angular velocity are separated into two parts, 61 and e2 • 

In obtaining the effe"ats of e1 reference is made to 

figure 9 where the geometry of the body is shown in a, the 

vertical velocity due toe is shown in b, and the velocity 

diagram as seen by an observer on the cone in Co Trigono-

metric relations from figure 9c yield 

(28) 6oC :: tan-I 6,f = eu.T· 

The distance J from figure 9a is 
L 

J = 12· 
. 

Non-dimensionalizing J and e and substituting into_ (28) yield 

( 29) ~ex_ =- -g ,(, -e- . 
Substituting equation (29) 

(30) ~l" ~ 2 {t.10:.) ~ 
into (23), qN becomes 

5 ( 8,T' 
= J_,,t. e ~. 

3 5 

$ 

Cg~-------<::: 

C. 

Figo 9 

EFFECTS OF 61 ·- BODY 
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The drag contribution is 

(31) qn = CD - CD 
(~r (oc+o.-<) (-<) 5 

(32) en = [2.r 2 + r~+i:.o()~ + 
(ot+aoi) 

( 3 3 ) Cf ~ ( 2 c1 z + O\' ~) 1- · 
~ 5 

( 34) (~p = (z.o< + t L -e) J ,( .e- --t' 
The moment contribution is 

(35) Cm ::::: -Cw . == - ..J._ .J! z -e- 5,. • 
(j,) (9,f' #' 36 5 
Now the effects of pure rotation are consideredo The 

normal and drag forces are assumed zeroo The effect of e2 

may be visualized as the moment resulting from the cone 

being rotated about a fixed axis parallel to the base and 

passing through the center of gravity while the atmosphere 

surrounding the cone is stationary but corresponding to 

the flight conditions of the free streamo 

z.' 
·----·-- L 

Figo 10 
D 

EFFEC'l'S OF e2 = BODY 
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In figure 10, the axes system X'Y'zv and the values 

¢', x•, y', and W' are used briefly to describe conveniently . 
the effects of e2 • They have meaning only in this subtitle 

section. The term W' is the component of velocity normal 

to the area dAo The moment about the axis e'e' due to the . 
angular rotation e is expressed as 

(36) M = (vertical component of) [ component of force 

normal to surface dA] multiplied by moment 

armo 

The following are referred to figure 10. 

rb ""' 'I' = L I'-

W' = ( J L - r) f) s In ~ ' 

The bracketed term in equation (36) is 

(37) [component of force normal to surface d~ = f ( dA)W' dW' 

=t (~ x-J~, dx,){-[fL--x']e .s,n<PJl(iL-x')e s,ncj>'I, 

To obtain the vertical component of (37) it is necessary 

to multiply (37) by 

(38) I s~n q'I . 
The moment arm is 

(39) ~L - ?(' I 

3 

Then substituting (38), (39) and the right hand side 

of (37) into the proper place and taking the necessary 

summations, equation (36) becomes 

M = -1 ~ iJ 101/Je, L-xJx· 5ln3 fd4>'h', 
0 (> 



which, after the indicated integrations, becomes 

M = - fog f e /6 I fi L ~ 
A slenderness ratio of 8 requires 

r,, = 1=.. 
16 

_J_ ·1·115 M = -3Z40 ( f) f} L-

This moment when non-dimensionalized and changed to coef

ficient form becomes 
C I Ls cz. , /'I 

(40) (lit' = - 405 5 .e, -e- . 

Effects of a Change in Forward Velocity - Body 

25 

The quantity clCN at oC = 0 shows very little variation do( 
for increasing Mach numbers .5 .,Since the variation of CN 

with respect to angle of attack is a linear variation, the 

normal force coefficient does not vary with Mach number 

nor Uo 

Effects of Other Parameters - Body 

The aerodynamic effects of all other parameters are 

assumed either to have been considered in parameters al= 

ready discussed or to be ne:gl:igible o 

Table II shows a summary of the aerod~namics on the 

cone shaped body,, 

5Grimminger, Williams, Young, p .. 676 .. 
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TABLE II 

AERODYNAMIC FORCES AND MOMENTS -. CONE BODY 

Parame~~--CN 
.. 

CD Cm 

5 ).§&_ I .1 5,-2.. /. (2 .f 2 t 'X.l ., o( 0( - 6o( 5 I,! 

5 

~ 0 0 0 

IA 0 0 0 

de 0 0 0 

• 
Je 0 0 0 

e 0 0 0 

. .ll' St (; 1 l 0' :f . Sb _J_ .lze §,_ e 3 e-5 zc(. + - e- - -e-
6 6 5 36 5 

s -4if cz-eje-j 
,. 



CHAPTER VI 

NON-LINEAR AERODYNAMIC FORCES - VEHICLE 

The aerodynamic effects of the various parameters, oC 

fhii,u,Je,J:, etc., are to be summed, and this summation is 

tp represent the total aerodynamic forces and moments acting 

oµ the vehicle. The effects of interference are neglected 
' 

even though they may be of the same order of magnitude as 

the aerodynamic forces themselves. The present method of 

approach to this problem does not readily suggest a theory 

f9+ considering these effectso 

A set of typical, realistic conditions are assumed and 

the total aerodynamic forces and moments are calculated to 

inyestigete the individual effects of the various para-

meters 0 The following conditions are assumed: 

M = 10 H: 200,000 feet 
• 

o( = 0.10 radians f:) = 0.03 radians per second 

rt .. -0°30 d= 0 .087 radians·. 

The configuration in figure 8 is utilizedo 

CN ... 5. 7 a<. 3 [5700t 10-"] + ; o( [ 4Q000it /t1-'-] 

+68.4cp-e-2 r:1. ~.ooozzziJo-b] +34-.Z cpec1:..2 [-l.35xJO-~ 

-t 4.5. G 0f3 -ir3 [o.ooooooooa44~ 10"~ + ~ c,-e- ~. 55,. ,o-J 
+zo(t ~j,600~,o-~] + iLJ-4 r.6 i,o-6] 

The numerical value in the bracket is the value of the term 

adjacent to it for the above chosen conditions; the brackets 

are used here merely to simplify notation. 
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Cm= 

2- $ 2 ~ ~ 480 ~ ,o-6] t d. t ~BO)( ,o-6] 

+ ~ a<L e- j- ~.16 )( io-'] + d6 A-z-e-,. J ~.oooooG54·to-~ 

5. 7 o/ cp [-17/0x ,o-6] t -V,-o(. ff [-12000 • w-~ 
+- ~ o<.i. ;b [4Z20i1o""} +68.4 f.1-8-z.o( ~0.0000666~ 10°"'] 

-34.Z Cfl.i;-2;,cz [-0.00001112 • w-'J -45.6 rt"-e- 3 

[o.ooooooooooC'.JOOZ53 K w·6] - e Cf:g. [-J.35 )( I0-6] 

, . 
1 

.
1 

r. GJ , I/ z. sb • r -61 - 5 fr .()- C o.00001z.3, w- J - 36 ,{, 5 -e- r o.344 x 10 J 

-4~5 i\z.a-\-e-\ ro,ooo,zz.x ,o-6] 
The relative sizes of the various terms for this par-

ticular configuration at the above assumed conditions in

dicate that the terms qontaining-e and -bz. are smaller than 

the te,rms containing oe by several orders of magnitude o 

Th~se small terms are omittedo The summations of the aero

dynamic forces and moments are shown in equation (41); the· 

terms to be considered negligibly small are crossed -out o 

(4la) CN = 5.loe 3 + *o( + 2.c1; 1 ~::§~~~~~~~;_=1·~~~-rf>~;~ 
k:i5r'f.~/2t-.·/. ·,3 Ji~----.----~~ 

~'.{;f. 3..--e- ·I L/-
,L~--'.~--- ---'--J 

(41b) Co::. {2Gzt~ 2)~ EJZ~P~Z-!]J 
( ) C ( 3 4 ) I /J 51, C 41c m -==- 5. 7 o( +- fV/ c.x:: Cf + 6 oC ....c. 5 + 1¥lt 

~ 6 B. ;/,C,()J ~ z~ /:~:~ii<fY°/-z1
1 

/~· ·w5. / 1/:// ~~>;~/~1~/1 
~- I',,&-·~~-(}-/ /_·,/:_·-'_y>~ fe1>/ i 

/ '.5 / ·40-{757 ,,L __ ,(_( _ _!__/~.I 

It is realized that only with this very particular 

set of conditions are the crossed over terms negligible, 

but because of the very large difference between the crossed 

over terms and the retained terms in this general case, it 



is believed that the crossed over terms will never become 

of appreciable magnitude in flight regimes of interest. 
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CHAPTER VII 

LINEAR AERODYNAMIC FORCES - VEHICLE 

In determining the linear aerodynamic forces and moments 

on the vehicle, it is assumed that the effects deemed negli= 

gible in the non-linear case are also negligible in the 

linear case o It is necessary then to consider only the 

linear effects of angle of attack on the vehicleo This is 

accomplished by determining the angle of attack effects for 

the wing and body separately, then taking their summation 

and neglecting interference effects as in the non-linear 

case o 

Effects of Angle of Attack - Flat Plate 

The CN is obtained from ordinary linear supersonic 

theory o 

Since high Mach numbers are of interest here, the following 

substitution is madeo 

Hence, (42) becomes 

(43) CN ,.. 
(o(r 

(44) Cn = 0 
(o<) 

(45) Cm = 
(-<) 

A_ 
/VI o(. 

4 Mo< cp. 
In addition to the Cm due to angle of attack term, the term 

30 
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Cm is also introduced and has the same meaning as in the 
tnm 

non-linear case o 

Effects of Angle of Attack - Body 

Based on cone base area, linear theory yields 
1. 

( 46) CN = 2. o<; • 
("'.j' 

Based on wing area, equation (46) becomes 
5 Zo<......s., s (47) CN = 

(Of) 

(48) Cm= 
("') 

c (1= - ..b) = .l. Loe~ 
N 3 4 G .5 

To be considered next is the drag component. 

(49) en = o<. 2 
,..,, 

Equation {49) is based on cone base area.2 In terms of wing 

area (49) becomes 

( 50) ~D = 
(qT 

o(25.1,, 

5 
In addition to the drag effects due to angle _of attack, 

Sears (1954) finds the drag effects due to body thicknessj 

(51) Cn = 2- rr ,i\{2 {Lm Ji - f) ;" · 
Combination of the effects due to thickness with the effects 

of angle of attack yields 

(52) CD = ~ 2 + Z rr .i'\f 2(.£n !i -~)] ~ . 
Equations (53) show. the summation of the linear aero

dynamic forces and moments with the effects of interference 

neglected. 

(53a) CN = (i +2;1.)oe 

lAntonio Ferr.i, Elements of Aerodynamics of Supersonic 
Flows, (New "fork, 1949), po 229.. · 

2w. Sears,· Genera). The or~ of High Speed Aerodynamics, 
VI, (Princeton University, 19 4T'; p. 240. 



<53bl en= [oe' + Zrr.L'J'U,:,-l)] ~· 
( 53c) Cm = ~ o( e,p + ~ oe L ~ + C"1t 
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CH APTER VI I I 

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION 

After non-dimensionalizing equations (5) and (6) by 

dividing (5a), (5b), (6a), and (6b) by the.quantity 05 , 
( 5c) and (6c) by i 5 c , then substituting eq~ations (41) 

into (6), and equating this result to equations (5) the 

following differential equations of motion are obtained~ 

(54a) rp (iA +..w-b) tr# - Cr t Co + '{'l1 s,h & = 0 

(54b) ff (.-w ~ IA_i,) + lf(l;,, + CN - :;; cos r; = o 
( 54 c) I Y B t I~ f) - Cm == 0 · 

~Sc i c 
In a first attempt for a so+ution to these equations, the 

following assumptions are made: 

a. Forward velocity is constanto 

b. Vertical oscillations take place about a constant 

altitude. 

c. Mass remains constanto 

Assumption a immediately reduces the system to one with two 

degrees of freedom. The geometry of the body axes system 

yields 

• • • 
~ -= 1.,/o( + 1.AoC. 

Assumption a requires 
tA = o. 

( 55) 

33 
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The equations of motion as they stand do not consider 

the effects of centrifugal force on the vehicle as it trav

els in level flight in its curved path about the earth o 

Since the speeds of interest approach orbital velocity, 

these centrifugal force effects can not be ignored o This 

correction is made by adding the term 
2 :L 

m IA c.~s e 
1) 5 (R'+ H) 

where R1 is the radius of the earth and His the altitude, 

to the weight term in equation (54b). After substitution 

of this correction and (55) into (54) and applying the 

assumptions listed above, the differential equations become 

for the non-linear case, 

( 56a) 

( 56b) 

d( - i) + s~i~s o!.3 + ~su ( ~ + z~)oe -(~ - R'~H)=D 
ij _ s. 1isc"'k3 _ ~(±-Cf + L _,e .§.) o<. _ Cm* in Sc == O) 

I,y I:J M 6 5 I 
and for the linear case, .Y 

(57a) ~ -~ + i~ (~ -r2. ~b)rx_ -(i-R'~H) =0 
( 57b) •· $5c. (4-w,.LIJ51.\ _ Cmti5c =0· 

fJ - ly /VI -, 6 .,(_ 57o< I . 
where cosine e is assumed to be unity. J 

lThis term is the vertical component of the non
dimensionalized force due to the normal acceleration of 
a mass traveling in a circular path. 



CHAPTER IX 

SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS 

· This chapter is devoted to solving the ~quattons of 

motion in both the linear case and the non-linear case. The 

linear equations are solved by ordinary analytical me ans o 

The non-linear equations are solved by a numerical methodo 

For convenience the equations of motion (56) and (57) 

are written wi t.h the following notations" 
. • Aoe 3 + Boe C ( 58a) o( - 6) + + ;::: 0 

C 58b) 
.. 

+ Dcx:..1 + Ea<. r = 0 () + no11-/,,., 

Equations (58) are the non-linear ones o 

. . 
(59a) o( - e + Boe + C =O .. 
(59b) f) + E o<. + 

Equations (59) are the 

in (58) and (59) are 

( 60) A = s;: f5i_, 5 

== ~ ( 4- + z Sb) B n"IIA All 5 

C = -(i _ _!L) 
IA R't H 

F,. lh 
= 0 

line ar ones • The upper case letters 

5. 1i5c (!,J .. , 
D = - G··· 

1, 

E = - Kf: ( ~ Cf + Z Cf J) . t, .. · 

F = _ C mt B 5 c • 1___ •• 

I_y 
The value of each of the ite~s in equations (60) depend 

on the flight conditions" It is desirable to select a set of 

flight conditions which a vehicle such as the one chosen might 

encounter in high speed, high altitude, level flighto The 

foil owing conditions are selected" 

M = 8 H = 100,000 ft. 
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m = 70% take-off mass= 439 slugs 

From assumptions already made concerning the size and shape 

of the vehicle and these flight conditions, the following 

quantities are 9alculatedo 

(61) s = 200 ft .. 2 u = 7768 fps. 

Sb = 2511ft.2 g = 3 2 o 2 ft • / se c • 2 

I .. y 26,800 slug ft.2 R' m 4000 mi.= 21,120,000 ft. 

q = 1005 lb ./ft .2 (using standard NACA atmosphere) 

L = 40 ft. C = l5o5 ft. 

Using the flight conditions and equations (61), equation (60) 

becomes 

(62a) A= 0°33596 

B = 00075761 

C = -0 °003779 o 

() .,_ 

For steady state conditions the linear equation (59a) becomes 

Bo<.+C=O 
from which steady state oC is obtained in the linear case. 

C = - 8 = 0.04388 r-ad,qns oC = o<_ 
steady stQ'/e tr,,... Im. 

The non-linear equations (58a) in the steady state become 

A oc3 -t . Bo< + C = o 
from which o<.t,.,,,,. is found to be O .049295 radians o 

non-lin. 

It is found that the vehicle is statically unstable in 

these flight conditions for the linear case. This will be 

discussed in detail in Chapter x. In order to have a stati

cally stable vehicle, the flight conditions should be changed. 

Static stability can be obtained readily by lowering the Mach 

number to below 5 .92 or decreasi;ng the Cf at least to -0 .3378. 
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Since it is desirable to stay in the truly hypersonic region, 

the 'f is changed rather than the Mach number o The r-p is 

arbitrarily placed at -0 .4000. Changing the Cf ( as Cf is 

defined in this study) to a greater negative number, in 

effect, shifts the wing farther afto Using the new value 

-Oo4000 for Cf, the remaining quantites in (60), in addition 

to olt-,,~ and i~,in are shown in (62b). 

D = 265 °0500 :,:z... 

oCt.,,,,. = O .04988 

oCt = O 0 049295 

F • 
tlOK-lln 

3 -- . ::c lJ 'i '? .. 
-Do<:t. -Ec:,(t ,.. '- .• _1,46396' 

hott .. 1,-, ,,,,.,. Im 

ll/)1'·''"'· 

F = -EoC.t. 1m.• -0.180257 o·, (E>·~-) 

Analytical solutions to the linear equations are pursued 

first. After differentiating equation ( 59a) with respect to .. 
from "'..(59a) time, the quantity (i is eliminated and ( 59b) 0 

(63) •• Bo<: E o( F,,n 0 o( + + + = 

Equation (63) written in operator form becomes 

'(Do' + BDo t £)oe == - r,;,,. 
The characteristic equation becomes 

p2 + Bp + £ = o 
p = -18 .± ! v-·4-E ___ B_.2._ = a. ± b.,,; 

and a. = - i. B -= - o. o 3 8 
b = iV4-£-B2 = J,'j00. 

Therefore the general solution is 
(Q. + bi)t (o.-b.A)t «t ( 

o( = ~, e -t .,.Cz e = e ,,c/ cos bt + .,,,c; sin bt). 
The particular solution is obtained from 

o( : (iJ/ t ~1) + £) r;;.,, 

= -(E1 - BDe +····)F. = -.!..lJ.D.[F.. E~ Ion 



In order to determine the constants ...e1 , ....e2 , ....c1, and ...c2, it 
is necessary to establish initial conditions. 

The initial conditions are derived from the following 

statements. The vehicle is assumed to be in level flight 

in a pitch attitude 0.35 radians greater than trim for level 

flight with zero velocity of angle of attack. The vehicle is 

released from this attitude and allowed to move unhampered 

thereafter. These initial conditions are written as 
o(_ = 8 = 035 +ol • t 

• 
oC -=O; t=O 

or for the non-linear case 
ol.0 = eo .: 0.339Z:35 

oCo = 0 

or for the linear case 
o(() = ()0 = 0.33988 

olo = O. 

Using the initial conditions, the constants in equa

tions (64) become 

.,Cl = 'b 0 l. 75(1 + ,t.i) 

..c 2 = 0 017 5 ( j ~ : i) 

Equation (64a) becomes 
I 

...c1 = ·b .. 35 

.,C~ = 0 .00698 

6 ) (tt.+b..,)t (4-b,1)t £. 
( 5 o<. = o. I 7 5 ( I + ~ A) e + 0. I 7 5 ( I - : .. ) e - n°i:.·® · 
The term ex is obtained by differentiating (65). 

(a.tb")t o. (a-b.i)t 
(66) oe = 0.175(1+1:'A)(a,+bA) e t O,J75(J-b-'){a-h .. ) e 
Substitution equation (66) and (65) into (59a), then inte

grating with definite limits ( f) from f:90 to 8, t from O to t), 

after simplification e is obtained as 
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f) = e't&Js(1+i:~)cosbt + 035{-}+-f(t:::.J,inb~ 
- 3 5[ z."- B.l B F;l¥3 C 0, I + a_i + b 1J - E + + fJ o 

which, when numerically evaluated becomes 
-0.038t r 

(67a) fJ = e L0.35 cos J.3 t + O.OZ.03 sin J.9lj + 0. 04388. 

Numerically evaluated, equation (64b) becomes 
-o. 038t r J.7 (67b) oe =- e L0.35 ctn C3t + 0.00638 1.:1:IJ -t-004-988. 

Equations (67) are the solutions of the linear differential 

equations for this particular set of flight and initial 

conditionso 

The non-linear equations, because of the difficulties 

encountered in analytical solution, are solved by a numeri= 

cal method for systems of simultaneous equations.1 Values 

of c{ and fJ in the neighborhood of o( and () at time equal to 

zero are assumed to be represented by these Taylor's serieso 

(68a) 

(68b) 

• • j Z , •• t,3 IV t4- V tS 
• .L 'Xo "to c,(o o<A o(o 

o( = of.. o + oC0 L + ~ T ~ + ~ + ~ 
• l '.,o"oi Z 'fJ': i3 1:.,IVt"t v -1. S f) := f)A + fJ.o L, + Vi t \,' t:J. -t 

y ~ Lt+~ +~ 
For convenience equations (58) are rearranged and written as 

(69a) 

(69b) 

oe - i) - [Ao/' +Boe+ c] 
8 == - [Doe3 -1- E o< + ( 0 ,,. 1,J . 

The initial conditions provide enough information to calculate . . . 
fJ0 from (69a) and Bo from (69b) • 

• J 
80 :: ~ + A ~o + Bc><o -+ C - o. 047860 

60 :::: - [Do<0
3 + [ o<. 0 + F I J = - / 8. I 7 0 Z-4 

'1/Jh• '"' 

The derivative ~ 0 is obtained by differentiating ( 69a}, then 

substituting values now known. 

- 18.17024-

lJames B. Scarborough, Numerical Mathematical Anali§is, 
(Baltimore, 1950), pp.271-2730 
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The derivative r9o· is obtained by differentiating (69b), then 

substituting values now knowno 

e: = -[3D~1. -t E]d<0 = o 
.. , .. 

The derivative o(0 is obtained by differentiating oC, then 

substituting known values. 

;,c: = e: -@Ao<: t t'B~o - 6 Ao<() ot:(> 2 =- 4. z,640 
••• ,v 

By differentiating 80 the value of t9,, is found .. 

r;;l:.v 
0 

,. '3D z. :-J·• 'D · 2 2369 Z.I Bo -::: -t' o(o + Ej o('o - ft, d:ool() .::::. • 

. 1 

- 6Ad0 = Z.368./!J 

' - 6 Dc:c0 = -.5GO.Z058 
) 8 .• 2 + A cilo oCo 

Equations (68) and (69) become 

(70a) 

(70b) 

(70c) 

(70d) 

(70e) 

o = o,3 ,, 2, 5 -1- o. o4 786 t !J. 08512. ·C 
-r38, 7J70t4 - 4.6G838t 5 

ol = O. 3'33ZJ5 - 9.085 IZ. t z + O. 716066 t"1 

t 38. h 7 4 7 t. 'f - Z.. b j 13 2 t5 

~ = - l8.l70Z4t + Z.J4Bl.9t z + 3~4.,,aat3 

-13, 4566 t 4 

8 = cl + 0. 3 '5 5 3 b oe.J + O. 0 7 5 7 6 I o< - o. () 03 7 7 9 
•• 
fJ = - 2 65.0500r::CJ - 3. 6 l38l. o< i" 0, /46 3:}6. 

Selecting a time interval h of 0.01 seconds, equations (70a), 

(70b), and (70c) are calculated for values oft equal to -0.02, 

-0.01, o, 0 .. 01, o,.020 These values are shown in Table III .. 

Equations (70d) and (70e) are calculated for the same values 

oft by using the proper values of oC.. The higher order 



differencesA,O,b./;, t:,,.,e, t:.4&, etco, are found by taking the 

difference of the preceding two numbers in the preceding 

column. The new line of the table is found by 

h[e I • I ' I . 
I '] ( 71a) b.8 = - z t:.,f) - - /;.z e - Z4 C:.38 - 38 C..4-f) IZ 

• h[e r .. !i •• 3 •• ' ·~ ( 71b) fj.f) :: + z IJ., f) -r JZ 6.2 f) + 8 lJ.3 f) + s 64 f) 

( 71c) !:.~ h[~ -..!...Ll;c I • I L'::. ' -fa L'::.4-1 -:: - 12 C::, to(. -24 3~ z. I 

( 71d) 
.. 

- Z..?i5.0500o<. j - 3.Cl382oe + o. I 463 36 e = . 
3 ( 71e) d., = () - o. 33596oe - 0.07516/ oe -+ 0,003773. 

For the new line t = C .03 equations ( 71) become 

1::.8:. 0.00Z2..3Z 1J ~ - J7,35:J053 
. 

L:dJ =- - 0. I 7 4 3 7 5 ~ = - o. 533135 

6.oZ = -0.00Z.715. 
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After entering these values into Table III the new values 

for & 'oe, e, and the higher order differences are found, 

thereby completing the line fort= 0.03. The next line for 

t = Oo04 is found in the same manner using equations (71)" 

In this way the values of 6, cl, (), ~' and B can be found at 

any time t by continuing to lengthen the table. This reiter

ative method of the solution of the non-linear equations 

readily lends itself to computation by high speed computing 

equipment" Since the accuracy of the answer depends on the 

smallness of the time interval h~··1.s11ch a means of computing 

will render answers as accurate as desirable over a lengthy 

time period without involving much more work. It is neces-

sary, in any case, to have accurate starting values" Fig-

ure 11 shows c<: and 6 for the first 900 lineso 
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NON- LINEAR EQUATIONS 

Ll,~ 6.!~ 63~ L:>.4c;i;: e c,,, lj 

/7.701851 · 

-./7'3581 -/8.052036 -.350Z45 

-.181522 -.OO/:j4/ {8..110250 ./18/$4'. 
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-.008.?00 
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CHAPTER X 

CON CLU SI ON S 

Figure 11 is a displacement-time graph of e and~ for 

the linear and the non-linear cases for the first ni:pe sec

onds after the vehicle has been released from disturbed 

conditions. This figure will be the basis on which the 

conclusions are drawn. The non-1.ine ar results, as they 

were found by the numerical method and shown in Table III, 

depend on the accuracy of the starting values and the time 

interval h. It is possible that the equations (71) for 

starting the new lines in Table III at some time a number 

of h intervals after the start no longer converge properly 

because of large higher order differences. However, since 

the machine computed values coincide with hand computed 

values, at least for the first new line (t = 0.03), and 

since the, starting values are correct to six decimal places 

and the interval his 0.01 seconds, it seems reasonable to 

assume the machine computed values are c~rrect to two deci

mal places, the accuracy shown in figure 11. 

• In the introductory chapter it is suggested that it 

would be desirable to find the degree to which linear super

sonic theory could be utilized in predicting dynamic stabil

ity at high speeds compared to Newtonian theory~ In the 

development of the equations of motion, in finding the 
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aerodynamic effects, and in solving the equations of motion, 

numerous assumptions are made. The. results can be evaluated 

only within the limitations impos,a by all these assumptions. 

It might be desirable, at this point, after having ap

plied these assumptions, to examine the actual situation 

under consideration. A simple configuration consisting of 

a flat plate and cone is disturbed approximately twenty 

degrees from trim, level, hypersonic flight and allowed to 

oscillate as a two degree of freedom system.. The aerodynam

ic forces acting on the vehicle emanate from a straight line 

lift curve in the linear case and from a cubic lift cu~ve 

fitted to a Newtonian impact theory plu.s a linear term'curve 

in the non-linear case. This cubic approximation fits ex-

actly at only three points. A particluar set of flight 

conditions is chosen and the results of the solutions 'tif the 

equations of motion are shown in figure 11. 

In selecting the flight conditions a rather interesting 

phenomenon is observed. For the. conditions M = 8,. H = 100,000 

feet, Cf= -Oo25, the aerodynamic moments for the linear case 

and the non-linear case, equations (53c) and (41c) respec

tively, are shown in figure l2o 

I , 
/ 

a. 

0( 

Fig o L2 

MOMENT CURVES FOR cf = -0. 25 

h 
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Since a positive slope in the Cm verses oC. curve indi

cates static instability, the linear case is everywhere un

stable. The non-linear case, however, is statically unstable 

in a narrow band extending approximately 0.1 radians on each 

side of zero angle of attack. Outside this region the ve

hicle is statically stable. If the vehicle in the non-linear 

case trims at some angle of attack greater than O .1 radians 

and never oscillates to angles of attack in this band, it 

would be statically stable and have possibilities of being 

dynamically stable. In these given flieht conditions the 

vehicle trims at Q.049295 radians which is within this static 

instability band. The vehicle would move either to negative 

angles of attack or to positive angles of attack outside this 

static instability band but never trim at O .049295 radians. 

This shows only one case in which a vehicle may be statical

ly unstable in the linear case yet statically stable for 

the non-linear case and demonstrates one of the effects of 

higher order terms. Since dynamic stability presupposes 

static stabil1 ty, the Gf is changed to -0 .4000 to obtain a 

statically stable vehicle in both the linear and non-linear 

cases o 

Attention is nqw turned to figure 11 in which are 

shown the dynamic characteristics of the vehicle in flight 

conditions producing static stability. In the linear case 

the displacements () and o(, are almost coincidental" This 

means that the vehicle maintains very nearly a level flight 

path. These displacements dampen to one half the initial 

amplitude in approximately eighteen secondso The frequency 



of the linear oscillations is 

f - J.!J 
- 2f1 = 0.303 cycles per second. 

The period is 3.30 seconds per cycle. 
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The non-linear displacements demonstrate a tendency of 

dynamic instability from the outset .. During the first cycle, 

the period is approxim1a.tely O .96 seconds per cycle. The 

period becomes shorter for each successive cycle. The period 

at t = 9 seconds is approximately 0~37 seconds per cycleo 

The median of the 6 oscillations tends to drift in the neg-

ative direction while the median of theo<. oscillations 

stays rather well centered along trim. o(.. This drift seems 

to indicate a diving tendency of the flight patho There 

appears to be n-0 positive correlation between the linear 

and the non-linear displacements. Since the displace-

ments approach the order of magnitude of two radians, 1t 

seems of little value to consider any time after nine seconds 

since the Newtonian theory and the equations of motion are 

not valid for so large a displacement. 

There are several possibilities for the large discrep~ 

ancy in the linear and the non"'!'.linear results. The essen

tial difference between th,e eqtjations of motion in the, non.;;. 

linear case, equations (5'8)., and the linear case, equation 

(59) is the ;non-existence of the constants A and Din {59) .. 

Examination of equation (62) with reference to the relative 
\ - l. 

magnitudes of the constants reveal' that D, the constant for 

the c<..3 term in the moment equation, is almost a, hund:J;'e,d 

times greater than the largest of the oth:ers. This makes 
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Dan extremely powerful and most probably the controlling 

factor in the discrepancy between the displacements in 

figure llo From equation (60) it is noticed that the value 

of D depends not only on q, s, c, and Iy, which are functions 

of the configuration and flight conditions, but, more im

portantly, from the discussion preceding equation (8), it 

depends on the manner in which the~ cubic is fitted to 

the Newtonian quadratico Even though Newtonian theory has 

merits for predicting steady state aerodynamic forces at 

high speeds, it may not be readily applicable for predicting 

aerodynamic effects in dynamic situations. This question 

of applicability probably will remain for experimentation 

to answer o It is possible that quite different displacements 

fore and oC may have been attained if the system were treated 

with three degrees of freedom allowing fore and aft motion 

rather than limiting the vehicle to two degrees of freedom 

as in this studyo This treatment might be considered for 

subsequent investigations" However, the extreme size of the 

constant D seems to offer the most plausible explanation for 

the contrast. It would be of interest to investigate several 

different means of approximating the 2,N quadratic to get a 
continuous function as well as investigating the results of 

using the quadratic itself. These investigations would be 

desirable before disregarding the Newtonian theory for 

dynamic situations, even though the manner in which New

tonian theory plus the correction and its cubic approxima-

tion has been used in this study suggest that such a discharge 

be madeo 
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